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Preface  

Each week, Evolve Capital Partners compiles relevant news and press releases across the 

finance and technology sectors.  We analyze publicly available information and source each 

article.  We also release a weekly summary of M&A and financing transactions. 

 

Evolve Capital Partners is a specialized investment bank focused on businesses serving 

industries at the intersection of finance and technology.  We are a dedicated, creative, and fully 

independent investment bank that advises private and public companies on merger, divestiture 

and acquisition transactions, and capital raising through private placements. Founded in 2012, 

we are based in New York.  

 

You can learn more about us at www.evolve-capital.com.  We post past weekly transaction and 

news updates on our website, plus in-depth industry research reports. 

 

 

To contact us, please email admin@evolve-capital.com or call (646) 688-2792.   

 

 

Sectors we cover at the intersection of finance and technology include: 
 

Bank Technology Solutions Healthcare Tech Securities 

BPO Insurance 

Specialty Finance /  

Alternative Lending 

Financial Management Solutions Payments Data & Analytics / IoT 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.evolve-capital.com/
mailto:admin@evolve-capital.com
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News Count 
   

Sector Number of News % of Total 

Bank Technology Solutions 8 24% 

BPO 0 0% 

Financial Management Solutions 1 3% 

Healthcare Tech 0 0% 

Insurance 3 9% 

Payments 9 27% 

Securities 4 12% 

Specialty Finance / Alternative Lending 6 18% 

Data & Analytics / IoT 1 3% 

Others 1 3% 

Total 33 100%   
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What is Open Banking? 
Bank Technology Solutions 

5/3/18 

 

For some time the UK government has been looking at how new financial service providers can 

enter the market as well as how to encourage the development of new financial products and 

services to provide more choice for customers. Following an investigation into supply of the UK 

retail banking market, it was concluded that there was a significant need to improve competition 

in the market. It was clear that the incumbent banks in the UK did not have to compete hard 

enough for customers because new market entrants found it difficult to grow and compete. 

 

To change the status quo and improve competition and efficiency while stimulating innovation in 

the market the Open Banking initiative was introduced. Open Banking intends to make it possible 

for third parties to access customer data held by banks by compelling the UKôs largest banks to 

make such data shareable in a secure, standardised form to registered third parties. Before Open 

Banking people could access and download their bank statements from their providers, but 

sharing them with any third party in machine-readable formats (that computers can understand) 

was not as easy. Bank product information may be published on a bankôs website, but gaining 

access to well-structured data for anyone wishing to use this information to create a service ï as 

businesses in the fintech community do ï was cumbersome. Open Banking intends to change all 

that. 

 

How is this all made possible you may be wondering? The technology that is making open banking 

possible is called APIs. APIs ï or Application Programme Interfaces ï are technology that allows 

banks and other companies to conveniently and securely share data between their organisations. 

We use services built using APIs all the time. For instance, Uber uses APIs to óglue togetherô 

Google maps, payments and telephony in one useful app to help people order and pay for taxis 

quickly. 

 

Open APIs will empower a customer to direct their bank to send their personal data to another 

provider or to initiate a payment directly from their bank account. It promises to level the playing 

field by encouraging the development of personalised propositions, which will encourage account 

switching, as well helping new players build services more cheaply and efficiently. Open banking 

is set to redefine the banking landscape into a more competitive, innovative and user-friendly 

space. 

 

https://11fs.com/beginners-open-banking-

guide/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=fintechweeklycom 

  

https://11fs.com/beginners-open-banking-guide/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=fintechweeklycom
https://11fs.com/beginners-open-banking-guide/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=fintechweeklycom
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Standard Bank leverages RiskIQ product suite to automate the 

defense of its digital presence 
Bank Technology Solutions 

5/3/18 

 

RiskIQ, the global leader in digital threat management, today announced that Standard Bank has 

deployed its suite of products to automate the discovery and threat analysis of brand infringement, 

cybercrime and web-based attacks against its digital presence. 

 

Standard Bank Group, the largest African banking group by assets, offers a full range of banking 

and related financial services. With a presence in 20 countries across the African continent as 

well as other selected emerging markets, Standard Bank is committed to creating an entirely 

digital experience for its customers in all geographies. 

 

Like many other global financial service providers, Standard Bankôs digital journey has increased 

its online presence across web, mobile and social channels, making it difficult to bring all digital 

assets under the scope of their security program. For example, their central security team lacked 

visibility into legitimate mobile applications published in the primary app stores being copied and 

distributed through secondary and affiliate app stores, which could be modified to be malicious, 

leading to brand and customer impact. 

 

To automate the discovery and threat analysis of the full digital presence, Standard Bank selected 

RiskIQ as its digital threat management partner, using both RiskIQ Digital FootprintÊ and RiskIQ 

External ThreatsÊ solutions. 

 

ñThe intelligence provided by RiskIQ has enabled visibility and collaboration between our central 

and decentralized teams to continually improve our security posture and protect the bank and our 

customers from cyber threats,ò said Robin Barnwell, Head: PBB IT Security. ñRiskIQ has now 

become the CMDB for our Digital Footprint assets.ò 

 

RiskIQ now provides Standard Bank in-depth information about its digital assets and highlights 

potential risks. The Standard Bank security team uses this information to ensure compliance with 

corporate standards and central visibility of all digital assets, alerting them to changes such as 

new redirections appearing on webpage links. The team also uses RiskIQ intelligence to clean up 

domain and certificate registrations and find and update older untrusted certificates across its web 

estate. 

 

Meanwhile, to uncover brand-related threats, Standard Bank uses Mobile Threats and Domain 

Infringement, both part of RiskIQôs External Threats solution. Using the intelligence provided by 

Mobile Threats, the security team can track where apps are published and request the removal 

of apps that end up in unauthorized stores, as well as identify and track mobile apps not owned 

by them that leverage their brands. The Standard Bank team also uses the Domain Infringement 

module to identify newly-registered domains that infringe on its brand. In conjunction with the 
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marketing team, the Standard Bank security team has recently started monitoring the social media 

accounts ð including corporate accounts, brand accounts, and the social profiles ð of key 

executives, which can be used in phishing and credential-harvesting campaigns and can affect 

user trust and brand perception. 

 

Given its success with RiskIQ solutions, Standard Bank has gained visibility into its digital 

presence across web, mobile and social channels and can work with the business to proactively 

address areas of weakness. 

 

http://www.risktech-forum.com/news/standard-bank-leverages-riskiq-product-suite-to-automate-

the-defense-of-its?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Newsletter%2020180503%20-

%20every%20Thursday%20in%20May&utm_source=Risk%20Tech%20Forum%20Newsletter 

  

http://www.risktech-forum.com/news/standard-bank-leverages-riskiq-product-suite-to-automate-the-defense-of-its?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Newsletter%2020180503%20-%20every%20Thursday%20in%20May&utm_source=Risk%20Tech%20Forum%20Newsletter
http://www.risktech-forum.com/news/standard-bank-leverages-riskiq-product-suite-to-automate-the-defense-of-its?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Newsletter%2020180503%20-%20every%20Thursday%20in%20May&utm_source=Risk%20Tech%20Forum%20Newsletter
http://www.risktech-forum.com/news/standard-bank-leverages-riskiq-product-suite-to-automate-the-defense-of-its?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Newsletter%2020180503%20-%20every%20Thursday%20in%20May&utm_source=Risk%20Tech%20Forum%20Newsletter
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NatWest to plough ahead with online lender Esme 
Bank Technology Solutions 

5/3/18 

 

NatWest plans to ramp up its efforts to fight back against online lenders. Esme Loans, the wholly 

digital platform launched by the bank in early 2017, is now out of pilot mode. 

 

In a release, NatWest described the first phase of the project as a success, after fielding close to 

3,800 applications equal to over £200m of possible loan opportunities. Exactly how much has 

been lent out by the platform is unclear, but of those businesses that have taken a loan so far, 

75-85 per cent said that they would recommend the product and/or use it again. 

 

In tandem to announcing the planned scaling of the Esme project, the platform has begun 

appearing on the London Tube (as part of a broader marketing campaign), with a new brand, and 

has also signed up to become the headline sponsor of the Evening Standard Business Awards. 

 

Esme makes loans of up to £150,000 to UK-based small-to-medium sized businesses. The 

application process is paperless and generally simplified, with ócompetitiveô annual rates as low 

as 4.08 per cent. Its research shows that transparency and simplicity are among the key attributes 

considered by small business owners when sizing up a loan.   

 

Crucially, Esme is built for speed, with applications taking les than 10 minutes, and decision-

making and transferral of funds taking place in some cases within an hour. Esme does not charge 

for early full or partial repayment. 

 

Richard Kerton, head of Esme Loans, said: ñAs a new scale up business ourselves it is important 

to us that Esme Loans offers a product and service that reflects what entrepreneurs and SMEs 

need. We were constantly engaging with our customers throughout the pilot phase, and the most 

common feedback we received was that a lending process that is transparent, simple and stress-

free is what business owners want. This way they can spend their time and energy on running 

their business, and I truly believe that is what Esme Loans delivers.ò 

 

http://www.altfi.com/article/4386_natwest-to-plough-ahead-with-online-lender-esme- 

 

 

 

  

http://www.altfi.com/article/4386_natwest-to-plough-ahead-with-online-lender-esme-
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Nymbus promises bank digitisation in under 90 days with 

SmartLaunch 
Bank Technology Solutions 

4/30/18 

  

Core banking tech vendor Nymbus promises to help banks chase their digital dreams faster with 

its new SmartLaunch product, reports Julie Muhn at Finovate. 

 

Built on Nymbusô SmartCore platform, SmartLaunch allows banks to set up a turnkey digital 

banking solution in as few as 90 days. The new offering grants banks access to technical 

resources, targeted digital marketing, website services, AML/BSA compliance, debit card 

issuance and management, and workflow management. 

 

ñThe race is on to capture todayôs digital banking customers, but legacy technology, operational 

risk, and a lack of resources and expertise make it difficult for financial institutions to deliver the 

exceptional Amazon-like experience consumers have come to expect,ò says Nymbusô president 

David Mitchell. 

 

Banks can choose to launch the digital banking capabilities under their own brand or create a 

standalone, digital-only brand that targets a specific customer segment. In creating digital 

services, SmartLaunch helps banks expand consumer reach and increase cross-selling 

opportunities. 

 

ñDigital banks are a profitable strategy, but Nymbus recognised that a new model was needed to 

eliminate operational risk while also attracting more of todayôs digital-savvy consumers,ò Mitchell 

says. He describes SmartLaunch as a ñsign and reclineò alternative to a core conversion that 

doesnôt require hiring additional staff. 

 

Nymbus offers four products in addition to SmartLaunch, including SmartCore, a digital-first core 

data processing platform; SmartDigital, a core agnostic digital integration platform launched last 

fall; SmartPayments, an integrated real-time payments suite, and SmartServices, a service that 

allows banks to tap into the knowledge of the Nymbus team. 

 

Since it was founded in 2015, the company has made three acquisitions, including R.C. Olmstead, 

KMR, and Sharp BancSystems (SBS). It has raised $28 million. 

 

Most recently, Nymbus completed its SOC 2 Type 1 Certification, an audit of the companyôs 

security protocol. 

 

https://www.bankingtech.com/2018/04/nymbus-promises-bank-digitisation-in-under-90-days-

with-smartlaunch/ 

  

https://www.bankingtech.com/2018/04/nymbus-promises-bank-digitisation-in-under-90-days-with-smartlaunch/
https://www.bankingtech.com/2018/04/nymbus-promises-bank-digitisation-in-under-90-days-with-smartlaunch/
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How banks are using AI as a tool for transformation 
Bank Technology Solutions 

4/30/18 

 

Artificial intelligence and machine learning are emerging as the most defining tech-marvel in this 

new wave of financial services. The technology, along with the abundance of data, has given way 

to several innovative FinTech business models. Several promising players now use AI to solve 

some of the major problems for customers in the banking and financial services industry ï think 

chatbots, PFM, robo-advisors, and so on. 

 

Banks are never the ones to be left behind when it comes to tech adoption. With digital 

transformation and customer experience as the top most priority, banks are now banking on AI to 

deliver the next-gen service to their customers. Some of the most powerful banking and financial 

institutions are looking to seek partnerships, investments, and in-house developments to take 

advantage of application potential of machine learning and AI. 

 

There is a variety of use cases and application-areas for AI in financial services. Whether you 

think of a conversational interface, software robots, recommendation engines, automated AML 

checks, behavioral analytics & profiling, real-time fraud detection, insightful trading, etc. ï AI has 

a huge array of use cases. However, all these use cases can be categorized into four major 

categories: Front-Office (customer-Focused), Back-Office (operation-focused), Regulatory 

Compliance, and Trading/Portfolio Management. 

 

As part of our recent study, we analyzed 34 major banks across several geographies (i.e., US, 

EU, Singapore, Africa, Australia, India) to understand the trends and developments in their AI 

initiatives ï which include projects, pilots, and experiments. As an outcome, we found that 27 out 

of these 34 banks have implemented AI in their front-office functions in form of a chatbot, virtual 

assistant, and digital advisor. Some of the most prominent banks in this space are Bank of 

America, OCBC, ABN Amro, YES BANK, etc. 

 

Out of these 34 banks, 25 banks are using AI for their operation-specific back office processes 

with the use cases ranging from process automation, fraud detection, real-time authentication, 

intelligent receivables etc. E.g. Bank of America, ANZ Bank, ICICI Bank, NatWest, Lloyds Bank, 

etc. Bank of America partnered with HighRadius and launched Intelligent Receivable, a new 

service that uses AI to improve straight-through reconciliation of incoming payments. Lloyds 

Banking group has partnered with Pindrop, a US-based AI startup, and has implemented its 

AI/ML-based solution to detect fraudulent phone calls. 

 

Out of these 34 banks, 8 are implementing AI-based cognitive capabilities in their trading and 

portfolio functions, with the use cases raging from real-time trading insights, investment research 

to trade-matching tool, etc. Some of the leading banks in this category are BNP Paribas, Credit 

Suisse, Goldman Sachs, Barclays, etc. 
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Out of these 34 banks, 8 are leveraging AI-based solutions in their regulatory compliance 

functions, with the areas of applications ranging from automated data management, reporting, 

AML, compliance, automated regulation interpretation & mapping, etc. Some of the leading banks 

in this category are OCBC Bank, Commonwealth Bank, Wells Fargo, HSBC, CITI, etc. 

 

From the study, we could understand that the biggest focus of banks with their AI initiatives is 

conversational interfaces and virtual assistants, closely followed by process excellence and fraud 

detection. While a relatively fewer number of banks are looking at AI in compliance and trading 

functions, there is no shortage of opportunities to be explored in these spaces. As the year 2018 

unfolds, we may expect several new acquisitions/partnerships by banks and AI startups. These 

partnerships will play a major role in defining the perimeter for the evolving AI strategies of banks. 

 

All in all, AI in banking and financial services is a volcano waiting to erupt. 

 

https://gomedici.com/how-banks-are-using-ai-as-tool-for-

transformation/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=fintechweeklycom 

  

https://gomedici.com/how-banks-are-using-ai-as-tool-for-transformation/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=fintechweeklycom
https://gomedici.com/how-banks-are-using-ai-as-tool-for-transformation/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=fintechweeklycom
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Westpac extends Banking Skill to Amazon Echo Spot 
Bank Technology Solutions 

4/27/18 

 

Westpac has today announced its customers can now access the Westpac Banking Skill offered 

via Amazon Alexa on Echo Spot, Amazonôs latest voice-enabled and touchscreen device. 

 

The Westpac Banking Skill available on the Echo Spot gives customers the option to interact with 

their finances using voice-enabled commands or by displaying the information requested on the 

deviceôs screen. 

 

Martine Jager, Chief Digital and Marketing Officer at Westpac Group said there has been strong 

interest in the Westpac Banking Skill. 

 

ñWith 85 percent of Westpac customers who own an Alexa device using it to access their account 

balances, we wanted to evolve this feature to suit the new digital touch screen. 

 

ñThe beauty of voice technology is itôs continually evolving and we are learning new things every 

day. We are seeing a rise of a new ecosystem driven by the customersô choices, tailored and 

personalised to their needs." 

 

Westpac customers who have enabled the Westpac Banking Skill on Echo Spot and linked it to 

their Westpac account can check their account balance, recent transactions and reward points 

status for up to three accounts using its voice-enabled capabilities and by selecting the accounts 

displayed on its touchscreen. 

 

ñVoice and video technology is paving new ways for us to help our customers in the moments that 

matter to them. It wonôt be long before we will be enabling banking transactions via voice, letting 

customers make purchases,ò Ms Jager said. 

 

The Westpac Banking Skill on Echo Spot is underpinned by Westpacôs online banking platform. 

Currently, customers cannot transfer funds or make a payment via the Westpac Banking Skill. 

 

Westpacôs Digital Labs team worked closely with the Amazon team as part of its continued 

partnership to bring the latest range of cloud-based banking functionalities offered on Alexa 

across to Echo Spot. 

 

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73662/westpac-extends-banking-skill-to-amazon-echo-

spot?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489 

  

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73662/westpac-extends-banking-skill-to-amazon-echo-spot?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73662/westpac-extends-banking-skill-to-amazon-echo-spot?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489
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IBM rolls out blockchain to authenticate bling 
Bank Technology Solutions 

4/27/18  

 

IBM announced on Thursday (April 26) that it has partnered with a consortium of leading diamond 

and jewelry companies around the globe to create a blockchain product to authenticate diamonds, 

precious metals and jewelry. 

 

According to IBM, the blockchain collaboration, dubbed TrustChain, will track and authenticate 

the jewelry, diamonds and precious metals at all stages of the global supply chain, from the mine 

to the retailer. According to IBM, TrustChain uses IBMôs advanced technology to improve global 

provenance in the diamond and jewelry supply chain. 

 

ñThis is a unique collaboration that leverages IBMôs technology and the UL, independent third-

party verification, together with five diamond and jewelry companies that represent the entire 

supply chain: Rio Tinto Diamonds (diamond supplier for proof of concept only), LeachGarner 

(precious metals supplier), Asahi Refining (precious metal refinery), Helzberg Diamonds (U.S. 

jewelry retailer) and Richline Group (global jewelry manufacturer),ò IBM said in the 

announcement. The company also noted that the collaborators in TrustChain already employ best 

practices in managing their supply chains, but this will enable them to provide a new level of 

assurance to consumers regarding traceability. 

 

Earlier this year, IBM and the shipping company A.P. Moller-Maersk announced they were 

teaming up to create an industry-wide trading platform that they claim will accelerate global trade 

and save billions of dollars in the process. Maersk and IBM say that blockchain could help manage 

and track tens of millions of shipping containers around the world, simply by migrating all of that 

tracking data from paper to digital. 

 

ñThe big thing that is missing from this industry to digitize and unleash the potential of the 

technology is really to create a form of utility that brings standards across the entire ecosystem,ò 

Maerskôs chief commercial officer, Vincent Clerc, told Reuters at the time. 

 

Blockchain is finding all sorts of interesting use cases outside digital currencies. For example, it 

has found a welcome home in supply chain transparency and management. All ñblockchainò 

means is that data is stored and shared across a network of individual computers, so why limit its 

use to cryptocurrencies? 

 

https://www.pymnts.com/blockchain/2018/ibm-blockchain-authentication-diamonds-jewels-

trustchain/  

https://www.pymnts.com/blockchain/2018/ibm-blockchain-authentication-diamonds-jewels-trustchain/
https://www.pymnts.com/blockchain/2018/ibm-blockchain-authentication-diamonds-jewels-trustchain/
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Rethinking revenue generation in the age of open banking 
Bank Technology Solutions 

4/27/18  

 

In todayôs age of open banking, it is important we rethink revenue generation. As open banking 

trends become more pervasive within a tight macroeconomic climate, incumbent banks are 

beginning to focus on new revenue strategies. Stirring the competitive pot are the latest results 

from Bank of England stress testsˈhypothetical scenarios devised to ensure that major banks 

can withstand an adverse economic turnˈthat suggest that incumbent UK banks may be grossly 

underestimating the impact of FinTech competition on their profitability. 

 

Possibly the result of too-big-to-fail thinking, some banks may not take the threat of new entrants 

seriously and, instead, assume a wait-and-see attitude as they partner with emergent players. 

However, with a pragmatic eye on future revenue potential, commercially savvy financial services 

providers are beginning to scrutinize their existing business models. 

 

Historically, banking business models drove revenue based on interest income, transaction fees, 

and trading. The result is todayôs heavy reliance on interest income as well as transaction 

processing, which can represent up to 80% of top-line revenue for a retail bank, and up to 30% 

for corporate and investment banking. 

 

Now, these revenue streams are under pressure. 

 

https://www.capgemini.com/2018/04/rethinking-revenue-generation-in-the-age-of-open-

banking/?_lrsc=80d2ee91-1899-4db2-8445-

462b9c5f7cb3&utm_medium=email&utm_source=fintechweeklycom 

  

https://www.capgemini.com/2018/04/rethinking-revenue-generation-in-the-age-of-open-banking/?_lrsc=80d2ee91-1899-4db2-8445-462b9c5f7cb3&utm_medium=email&utm_source=fintechweeklycom
https://www.capgemini.com/2018/04/rethinking-revenue-generation-in-the-age-of-open-banking/?_lrsc=80d2ee91-1899-4db2-8445-462b9c5f7cb3&utm_medium=email&utm_source=fintechweeklycom
https://www.capgemini.com/2018/04/rethinking-revenue-generation-in-the-age-of-open-banking/?_lrsc=80d2ee91-1899-4db2-8445-462b9c5f7cb3&utm_medium=email&utm_source=fintechweeklycom
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Daugherty explains, ñunless you believe weôre near the end of demand for technology and 

business transformation services, the laws of supply and demand come into play. Using AI to  
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Pegasystems introduces AI capabilities in CLM applications 
Financial Management Solutions 

5/3/18 

 

Pegasystems, the software company empowering customer engagement at the worldôs leading 

enterprises, introduced new artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities in the latest version of Pega 

Know Your Customer (KYC) and Pega Client Lifecycle Management (CLM) applications. For the 

first time, global banks can use AI unified in their CLM solution to recommend relevant products 

and services during the customer onboarding process. The software provides banks with 

complete AI control and transparency, ensuring banks remain in regulatory compliance while 

driving additional revenue and providing exceptional customer experiences. 

 

Regulations designed to prevent predatory sales practices require banks to ensure all product 

offers are suitable for each customer. These important standards complicate the use of powerful 

technologies like AI, which can make decisions that arenôt always explainable to regulators. With 

new enhancements in Pega KYC and Pega CLM, banks can confidently deploy AI during the 

onboarding process to provide more personalized and differentiated service. Pegaôs product 

suitability controls help ensure banks provide the right offer to the right customer with full 

transparency. 

 

Pega KYC and Pega CLM use proven AI capabilities that analyze customer profile data in real 

time. Pega CLM leverages these insights to continually personalize the onboarding journey for 

each new customer with only the most appropriate products and service offers. This means 

customers receive the best recommendations to drive personalization and customer-centric 

service while increasing the bankôs competitive advantage. Pega lets banks set appropriate 

thresholds of transparency or opacity in their AI models to reduce risk and comply with regulations 

while still achieving business goals. 

 

These new AI capabilities are among several new features in the latest versions of Pega KYC 

and Pega CLM, including: 

¶ Expanded KYC regulatory coverage to over 26,000 rules: Pega continues to update Pega 

KYC for the latest Anti-Money Laundering (AML) regulations such as FATCA, CRS, Dodd-

Frank, EMIR, MiFID, and others. By adding AML regulations from nearly 60 countries, 

Pega will now provide over 26,000 pre-built due diligence requirements and logic rules 

from corporate through to consumer. Pega KYC is also the only application that allows for 

modification of rules with no coding in its automated rules configurator. The application 

keeps banks ahead of regulatory changes with automatic quarterly updates implemented 

in just minutes. 
  

¶ Interactive customer relationship visualization: Pega CLM provides an enhanced 

interactive map of all key related parties for any given customer, from institutional through 

to consumer. Adding or removing related parties for the customer will now dynamically 

trigger or withdraw the appropriate due diligence activities and cases, ensuring all 

necessary due diligence is assessed prior to completing the customer journey. 
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¶ Auto-triggered customer reviews: Even the smallest change to customer data, such as an 

updated address or an expiring identification document, must be tracked and evaluated. 

Pega CLM automatically and seamlessly triggers appropriate customer review journeys, 

including automated refresh and re-review cases. 

  

Named the top category leader in CLM and KYC applications by leading risk technology analyst 

firm Chartis, Pega CLM and Pega KYC provide large complex financial institutions with pre-

defined industry best practices and out-of-the-box functionality for onboarding and KYC. Pega is 

the only vendor that provides cross line-of-business (institutional, wealth to consumer) and 

globally scalable CLM and KYC applications with inherent digital process automation, rules, 

process, case management, AI, and robotics. These industry-leading applications can be 

deployed at the worldôs largest institutions in as little as three months to speed time to revenue 

with new and existing clients. Pega provides deep in-house industry KYC and customer due 

diligence (CDD) regulatory and onboarding expertise coupled with best-in-class partnerships and 

a regulatory rules engine. Pegaôs global team of experts have deployed onboarding and KYC 

solutions for more than 10 years at more than 45 global financial institutions. 

 

ñFinancial institutions must have controls and transparency when leveraging AI in client 

onboarding or face increasing regulatory risks,ò said Reetu Khosla, global head of client lifecycle 

management & KYC, Pegasystems. ñInherent AI within Pega CLM now allows global banks to 

make optimal offers to their customers in a highly controlled and transparent manner. Our ongoing 

investment in RegTech and CLM solutions enables our global banking clients to manage 

compliance while increasing customer centricity and profitability at the same time.ò 

 

http://www.computerworld.in/media-releases/pegasystems-introduces-ai-capabilities-clm-

applications  

http://www.computerworld.in/media-releases/pegasystems-introduces-ai-capabilities-clm-applications
http://www.computerworld.in/media-releases/pegasystems-introduces-ai-capabilities-clm-applications
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How Amerisure refreshed its business with advanced 

analytics  
Insurance 

5/1/18 

 

A growing number of organizations are undertaking the journey to become data-driven, using 

advanced analytics to make better business decisions, to get closer to customers, and to improve 

processes and efficiencies. 

 

Among them is Amerisure Insurance, a top provider of property and casual insurance with more 

than 2,600 employees. Amerisure is in the process of unifying its myriad data sources in order to 

take advantage of self-service analytics and embedded business intelligence. 

 

Information Management spoke with Doug Pontious , CIO, CTO and BI and analytics executive 

at Amerisure, about the companyôs efforts, and how he views the potential benefits of advanced 

analytics. 

 

Information Management: What is your organization doing in the area of data analytics and what 

is driving the efforts? 

 

Doug Pontious: Amerisure Insurance has implemented a data management platform and 

leverages self-service business intelligence to deliver profound insight, reports and operations 

directly into the hands of our business users. While focusing on advanced analytics, we are also 

ensuring that the underlying data is accurate and complete with data governance and data quality 

initiatives that allow our organization to reach higher levels of success.  

  

Our companyôs vision for true enterprise-wide reporting and analytics has improved claims 

processing, premium production, fraud management, finance and other crucial operations, while 

strengthening relationships with agencies and policyholders. We are also looking to automate 

analytics within our core systems, tap into descriptive reporting and predictive insight, and embed 

analytics and artificial intelligence into our own smart applications. 

 

IM: What do you consider to be the biggest trends in data analytics right now and what do you 

think companies will be doing in that area a year from now? 

 

Pontious: There is a lot of interest in advanced analytics and a path toward employing prescriptive 

analytics. Identifying patterns and predicting seasonal changes that enables organizations to use 

their data for strong business decisions requires a predictive model that is constantly changing.  

We appear to be a few years away from fully deploying prescriptive analytics and taking 

advantage of its capabilities. With that said, it looks to be the next big development to take the 

data industry by storm ï just as self-service BI did years before.  
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As organizations begin to tap into the early days of advanced analytics, weôll witness which 

initiatives wonôt last and which will be replaced by something better. With that said, many 

organizations will need to let advanced analytics mature before taking full advantage. 

 

IM: What are some common mistakes or misconceptions about being a data-driven organization 

that other IT or data leaders should be aware of? 

 

Pontious: Youôll never be the first person to encounter an issue or be responsible for addressing 

it. Itôs important to attend events such as the Gartner Data & Analytics Summit to learn from your 

peers and communities of thought leaders.  

 

These events allow your organization to build a stable and concrete base for further developments 

in advanced analytics. Without this base, itôs not possible to build the ultimate enterprise solution 

without causing unnecessary frustration and potentially losing the trust of your employees.  

 

Establishing a base for advanced analytics also involves building the right platforms, providing 

executive support, sharing reliable data and enacting some major initiatives. If a roadblock 

presents itself, there is always the opportunity to reevaluate goals and shift directions to ensure 

there is a strong correlation between data and how it will be used.  

 

Take advantage of the organizationôs own business value and talent to build the right culture that 

can adapt as advanced analytics is implemented. The right IT and analytics talent can inspire a 

strong data culture, but donôt forget to lean on partnerships to avoid an imbalance between those 

who donôt understand analytics and those who do. Give teams the opportunity to learn something 

radically different than from what theyôre used to and allow for proper growth.  

 

Speaking of the recent Gartner Data and Analytics Summit in Grapevine, Texas, what did you 

see and hear at the show that was new or different in terms of what companies are doing with 

data analytics?  

 

Pontious: Attending the Gartner Summit, we were able to confer with our peers and learn how 

others are successfully bringing AI, cognitive computing, IoT and embedded analytics into existing 

data initiatives so that we can bring those lessons to our organization. 

 

I was amazed at how much the conference has expanded. The number of attendees, quality 

vendors, and the scope of analytics has grown considerably over the past three to five years. With 

this growth, the strategies and approach to data initiatives has shifted, and it was fascinating to 

see which trends are gripping the industry.  

 

https://www.dig-in.com/news/how-amerisure-refreshed-its-business-with-advanced-analytics 

  

https://www.dig-in.com/news/how-amerisure-refreshed-its-business-with-advanced-analytics
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Marsh explores blockchain applications with proof of 

insurance  
Insurance 

4/30/18 

 

Marshôs new proof of insurance blockchain pilot, created in partnership with IBM, ACORD and 

ISN, is just the beginning of the global insurance brokerôs plans for the ledger technology, its chief 

digital and analytics officer says. 

 

The platform, rolled out on April 16, offers immediate commercial proof of coverage to employers 

for contracted workersðand was built on IBMôs blockchain operating system with strategic input 

from industry association ACORD. ISN, a collector of more than 67,000 contract employee 

records, is the first of Marshôs clients to test the product in market.  

  

 ñBefore any contractor can start work, itôs a businessô obligation to make sure they are insured,ò 

said Sastry Durvasula, chief digital and data analytics officer at Marsh. ñProof of insurance on the 

blockchain offers automation, more security and efficiency in onboarding them quickly.ò 

 

Marsh Digital Labs, Marshôs incubator launched earlier this month in San Francisco, is looking at 

a number of use cases related to blockchain in insurance, Durvasual says. Some use cases deal 

with basic proof of insurance, while others address initial risk assessment and the transfer of that 

risk from clients to insurance companies.  

 

Last month, the firm also became the first broker to join the Enterprise Ethereum Alliance, which 

aims to connect startups, incumbents and academics across several industries for the purposes 

of advanced blockchain adoption. The news followed much activity on the part of carriers around 

the technology prior.  

 

A total of 33 companies, including the likes of AIG, Aon, Chubb and Gen Re all joined the 

Blockchain Insurance Industry Initiative (B3i) group in 2017, with the same mandate. Nationwide, 

Humana and United Healthcare have each also launched blockchain pilots since mid-December. 

Like Marsh's, Nationwide's blockchain application is around proof of insurance. 

 

ñThere are lots of paper or manual steps [in insurance] that can change thanks to blockchain,ò 

Durvasula notes. ñIt comes down to collaboration across companies, which is easier through a 

decentralized system.ò 

 

Some of the aforementioned manual steps lie in claims settlement and insurance underwriting, 

he added. As these processes get more digital and automated, blockchain can connect different 

platforms and establish a shared, immutable record of all the transactions that take place in real-

time. Durvasula envisions a future where all insurance playersðcarriers, reinsurers, brokers, 

agents, regulators and startupsðare all connected through blockchain.  
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ñOther financial services are a few blocks ahead of us, but we will see more partnerships, from 

both traditional and non-traditional backgrounds, take place that will create a network of networks 

and a broader ecosystem in insurance,ò he concluded. 

 

https://www.dig-in.com/news/marsh-hops-on-the-blockchain-with-proof-of-insurance  

https://www.dig-in.com/news/marsh-hops-on-the-blockchain-with-proof-of-insurance
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ANZ and IBM explore application of DLT in insurance sector 
Insurance 

4/30/18 

 

ANZ, IBM and Suncorp New Zealand have joined forces in an exploratory effort to use distributed 

ledger technology to help make the data transfer and payment reconciliation process faster and 

more transparent between brokers and insurers.  

 

The project aims to reinvent the business processes behind intermediated insurance at ANZ by 

creating an interoperable network connecting all parties to transactional data. 

 

The partners believe the use of DLT could not only decrease policy costs and improve customer 

service, but also build a foundation for the introduction of other technologies, such as artificial 

intelligence.  

 

ñReconciling policy information and premium payments made by a broker to an insurer on behalf 

of customers is a slow and painful process,ò says Paul Goodwin, ANZ managing director 

Institutional NZ. ñThe blockchain solution will be much more efficient for the industry as well as 

being very secure. As a ósingle source of truthô, it will provide greater visibility throughout the 

process, remove uncertainty and help make response times faster." 

 

He says the ledger will interact with existing industry systems to capture relevant information; 

ensuring payments can be forecast and made without the need for reconciliation. 

 

ANZ and IBM have released a proof-of-concept white paper on the technology, and how it will 

benefit the insurance industry. 

 

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32032/anz-and-ibm-explore-application-of-dlt-in-insurance-

sector?utm_medium=newsflash&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32032/anz-and-ibm-explore-application-of-dlt-in-insurance-sector?utm_medium=newsflash&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32032/anz-and-ibm-explore-application-of-dlt-in-insurance-sector?utm_medium=newsflash&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489
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CULedger preps global ledger for cross-border payments 
Payments 

5/2/18 

 

CULedger, a consortium of American credit unions exploring potential use cases for distributed 

ledger technology, has teamed up with blockchain specialist Hedera to develop a global ledger 

for cross-border payments. 

 

CULedger will use Hedera's hashgraph platform and public ledger to build the system, which will 

work in conjunction with CULedger's MyCUID digital identity offering. 

 

The partners claim that the new service will help reduce the cost and complexity of cross-border 

consumer-to-consumer payments, which currently are far more expensive to make than domestic 

transactions.  

 

Rick Cranston, COO, CULedger, says: "Currently, cross-border payments are painful for all 

parties involved. They take time, they're expensive, and there is limited visibility into the 

transaction.  

 

"Hashgraph is fast and it provides visibility between the two parties at a significantly lower cost. It 

also eliminates concerns regarding fraud and default, since transactions are recorded immutably 

on the public ledger, and manual processes, since transactions are automated via smart 

contracts." 

 

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32044/culedger-preps-global-ledger-for-cross-border-

payments?utm_medium=newsflash&utm_source=2018-5-2&member=93489 

  

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32044/culedger-preps-global-ledger-for-cross-border-payments?utm_medium=newsflash&utm_source=2018-5-2&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32044/culedger-preps-global-ledger-for-cross-border-payments?utm_medium=newsflash&utm_source=2018-5-2&member=93489
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Standard Chartered to extend use of RippleNet to more 

countries 
Payments 

5/2/18 

 

Standard Chartered is to extend its use of the Ripple network for cross-border payments to five 

more pairs of countries over the coming year. 

 

The bank went public with its use of Ripple to unlock the $15 billion trade corridor between India 

and Singapore in November. 

 

The system is being used to speed up payments processing between buyers and sellers in the 

bank's corporate supply chain. 

 

Plans to extend the use of the platform were touched on by Standard Chartered CEO BIll Winters 

in the bank's Q1 interim management report.  

 

In a passage on the bank's investment in innovation initiatives, Winters states: "We are using 

blockchain technology to streamline cross-border payments as part of the first live, real-time 

payments corridor between Singapore and India that we initiated in 2017. We will expand this 

capability to five more pairs of countries in 2018."  

 

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32048/standard-chartered-to-extend-use-of-ripplenet-to-

more-countries?utm_medium=rss&utm_source=finextrafeed 

  

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32048/standard-chartered-to-extend-use-of-ripplenet-to-more-countries?utm_medium=rss&utm_source=finextrafeed
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32048/standard-chartered-to-extend-use-of-ripplenet-to-more-countries?utm_medium=rss&utm_source=finextrafeed
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PayPal and Barclays team up with new mobile payments plan 
Payments 

5/1/18 

 

Despite the fact that eBay and PayPal are back together for the next several years, there may yet 

come a day when PayPal and eBay part company for good. PayPal has been working to minimize 

the loss of eBay for some time now, and now, a new deal between PayPal and Barclays may help 

to do just that. 

 

The partnership is primarily geared toward the consumer and small business user, which will 

provide a new range of options for users on that front. The small business userðparticularly those 

in the UKðare also set to benefit from a range of new experiences that are built into the system, 

reports note. 

 

All users will get in on a new set of features, including the ability to manage a PayPal account 

from Barclaysô digital operations, as well as the ability to use Barclays products to connect to the 

PayPal digital wallet system. Barclaysô debit and credit cards can also be connected to PayPal, 

allowing them to be used as the basis for online, mobile, or in-app payments. The cards can also 

be automatically updated when their expiration dates are reached. Thereôs also word that the duo 

will be working to get Pingit, Barclaysô own mobile app, more into the picture as well. 

 

Itôs not surprising that PayPal was willing to work with Barclays on this; mobile payments are huge 

in the UK right now, and PayPal connecting with Barclays would give it not only a note of credibility 

in the field but also that necessary name recognition to connect with the market. Meanwhile, 

Barclays gets access to a full, robust infrastructure thatôs already been used worldwide, so thereôs 

no real risk that PayPal will fall down on the job and make Barclays look bad by extension. 

 

Barclays gets a reliable new augmentation to its mobile operations, and PayPal gets access to a 

hefty new slug of customers that will help it mop up the loss of eBayôs business, assuming that 

loss ever actually materializes after 2023. Thatôs good news for just about everybody, except 

PayPal and Barclaysô competitors. 

 

https://paymentweek.com/2018-5-1-paypal-barclays-team-new-mobile-payments-plan/ 

  

https://paymentweek.com/2018-5-1-paypal-barclays-team-new-mobile-payments-plan/
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Digital receipts start-up Flux gets new loyalty partner 
Payments 

04/30/18 

 

Announced today, Flux will be starting a three-month trial with its second retail partner Pod, a 

healthy on-the-go food chain that is looking to go paperless. When shopping at any Pod store, 

users from Fluxôs partner banks will automatically receive a digital receipt for purchases made, 

and be awarded loyalty points as part of Podôs rewards scheme. Fluxôs current banking partners 

include digital banks Starling and Monzo via a closed trial, with the launch of its partnership with 

Barclays via its Launchpad customers expected imminently. 

 

Founded by three former Revolut employees, the London-based fintech delivers real-time 

receipts, including item data and VAT, directly to the userôs mobile banking app by linking up its 

software through bank cards to the retailerôs point-of-sale (PoS) system. The news follows Fluxôs 

first retail partnership with food chain EAT., available across 111 of its stores across the U.K. and 

with new retailers expected to be announced soon. 

 

ñIn an era of contactless payment, we find it astounding that people must still rely on wasteful 

paper receipts and loyalty cards,ò said Flux CEO Matty Cusden-Ross. ñWith a strong culture of 

sustainability, we see pod as a natural partner for trialling the Flux digital loyalty and paperless 

receipts service. We look forward to making the trial a success and forming a lasting partnership 

with pod which benefits all of our customers.ò 

 

Pod will also be introducing an exclusive loyalty offer on one of its most popular dishes for Flux 

customers, where for each portion of scrambled eggs purchased using a partner bankôs card, 

users will collect a digital stamp within their banking app. After the fifth purchase, Flux will 

automatically reward the user with a free portion the next time they visit Pod. 

 

Flux was granted authorisation by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) as an Account 

Information Services Provider (AISP) in January 2018, making all of its data sharing services now 

supervised by the FCA and accessible via Open Banking APIs. 

 

Rosie Glencross, brand strategy manager at Pod said: ñWe are really excited to start our 

partnership with Flux. For a long time, we have been looking to digitalise our highly popular paper 

loyalty scheme but were hesitant about building our own app.  

 

ñFlux offers the perfect solution to not only reward our loyal customers with a highly secure and 

seamless experience at the till, but also to fulfill another of our key company objectives, which is 

to facilitate more environmentally friendly behaviours. We know that our customers care about 

the environment and so do we.ò 

 

http://www.altfi.com/article/4365_ 

  

http://www.altfi.com/article/4365_
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Western Union adds WeChat capability to GlobalPay for 

students 
Payments 

4/30/18 

 

The Western Union Company (NYSE: WU), a leader in global payments services, announced 

today that it has added WeChat Pay to its WU GlobalPay for Students product, through its alliance 

with Geoswift, a payment company specializing in payment solutions in and out of China.  

 

The enhanced capability will enable academic institutions to offer Chinese students studying 

abroad a wider range of digital payment options including WeChat Pay, Alipay, UnionPay and 

Tenpay, significantly improving their payment experience.  

 

Digital payments are embedded into everyday life in China: payments through messaging app 

WeChat have risen from circa US$11.6 billion to an estimated US$1.2 trillion from 2012 to 2016, 

according to a study by the United Nations[1] while separate analysis by Hillhouse Capital found 

that WeChat Pay accounted for 40% of mobile transactions in China in the first quarter of 2017[2].  

 

Given that in 2015 one in four international students globally came from China, according to the 

Centre for China and Globalization[3], universities have an opportunity to capitalise on this 

movement by offering international payment options which better reflect the needs of these 

students.  

 

ñMobile payments play a key role in the day-to-day life of Chinaôs digitally-savvy population,ò said 

Adam Tiberi, senior vice president, strategy and product, Western Union Business Solutions. 

ñBeing able to use WeChat Pay and other popular payment platforms is crucial for Chinese 

students. As the largest international student population in the world, Chinese students expect 

universities to offer them simple and convenient payment experiences. Our latest update to 

GlobalPay for Students allows our education customers to provide an enhanced experience for 

their Chinese students.ò 

 

ñChina accounts for about a quarter of international students in the world,ò said Raymond Qu, 

Founder and CEO, Geoswift Limited. ñThe country is instrumental in shaping the trends for 

international student payments. This poses a huge opportunity for academic institutions across 

the world to attract Chinese students by providing appropriate payment opportunities. We are 

delighted to build on our existing alliance with Western Union to further enable this opportunity.ò 

 

WeChat has become an integral part of Chinese peopleôs lives as more and more adopt mobile 

payments over cash or other payment types. WeChat provides extended partnerships with 

leading payments providers across the world to enable universities to accept payments via the 

app. 
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Western Union launched its enhanced GlobalPay for Students platform in 2017 to enable 

academic institutions to more efficiently reconcile, refund and track payments from international 

students. Designed with an intuitive mobile-first user interface and real-time payment tracking 

capabilities, GlobalPay for Students was developed with the involvement of international students 

to help improve the overall payer experience.  

 

In addition to online bank transfer and credit card payments, the platform offers users a wide 

range of online payment options in over 30 countries, including Geoswift (Alipay, UnionPay and 

Tenpay), POLI Payments, India Net Banking, Trustly and SOFORT. 

 

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73680/western-union-adds-wechat-capability-to-globalpay-

for-students?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-5-1&member=93489 

  

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73680/western-union-adds-wechat-capability-to-globalpay-for-students?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-5-1&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73680/western-union-adds-wechat-capability-to-globalpay-for-students?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-5-1&member=93489
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DBS launches real-time cross-border payment tracking for all 

corporate and SME clients 
Payments 

4/27/18 

 

More than 200,000 of DBSô corporate and SME clients will now be able to benefit from better 

cashflow visibility through real-time cross-border payment tracking. 

 

DBSô clients in Singapore and Hong Kong are the first in Asia to be able to tap into this digital 

solution at no extra cost. Powered by SWIFT Global Payments Innovation (gpi), DBSô clients in 

China, India, Indonesia and Taiwan will also be able experience the same transaction 

transparency and speed in the next few months. 

 

Navinder Duggal, Group Head of Cash Product Management at DBS said that cross-border 

payments are becoming more commonplace as Asian businesses spread their wings and grow 

their supply chains globally. 

 

Duggal said, ñWhen it comes to processing cross-border payments, corporate treasurers tell us 

that they want faster and more efficient payments. The DBS SWIFT gpi solution gives companies 

online visibility when tracking payments across more than 48 gpi banks across the globe and this 

is set to increase as more banks come on board.ò 

 

ñCorporate cross-border payment volumes have increased by 25% in the last 12 months. Today 

one in four of all cross-border transactions are received by their beneficiaries in less than two 

hours, and we expect these volumes to rise,ò Duggal added. 

 

A SWIFT survey found that 86% of treasurers are looking for efficient payment processes and 

effective customer support when choosing a bank for cross-border payments. While there has 

been much technological innovation, the survey also found that businesses wanted underlying 

challenges of payment tracking and speed with cross-border payments solved without the need 

to deploy expensive solutions and resources. 

 

With the new DBS SWIFT gpi solution, customers can now track the status of their cross-border 

payments instantly, online without the need to call the DBS corporate call centre. By logging into 

DBS IDEAL, the Bankôs corporate online banking platform, clients will be able to find out whether 

funds have been received by the beneficiary, where the funds are in the cross-border payment 

chain. 

 

Today, one in four cross-border USD payments made by corporate and SME clients from 

Singapore and Hong Kong are benefitting from end-to-end visibility of their cross-border payments 

from origination to the receipt of funds by the beneficiary. 
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Dai Kai, Chief Financial Officer, PetroChina International (Singapore) Pte. Ltd said that their 

business has benefitted from having a real-time cashflow position. ñThis is an example of an 

innovative initiative that gives corporates like us complete transparency of cross-border payments 

settlement online and helps make doing business easier,ò said Dai. 

 

Hong Kongôs TCC Group[3] Tony Lam, General Manager, Finance and Treasury Division said 

that the group is using the solution to help them stay on top of their cash management needs. 

ñEfficient cash management has become much more important than in the past to shipping groups 

like TCC. By pioneering this new online initiative, DBS has enabled us to keep constantly ahead 

in the global marketplace,ò said Lam. 

 

Associate Professor Ng Wai Hoe, Medical Director, National Neuroscience Institute said that NNI 

appreciated the flexibility of online tracking without the need to call DBSô corporate hotline. ñNNI 

is benefitting from operational efficiency and productivity. We are now also able to have greater 

visibility on each transaction, and this benefits our vendors as well,ò said Ng. 

 

DBS business clients making cross-border payments to other DBS accounts across its network 

benefit from instant transfers in six markets, leveraging DBSô Asian connectivity. Called DBS 

PriorityPay, the value of transactions through this service has increased year-on-year by 60%. 

 

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73660/dbs-launches-real-time-cross-border-payment-

tracking-for-all-corporate-and-sme-clients?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-

30&member=93489 

  

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73660/dbs-launches-real-time-cross-border-payment-tracking-for-all-corporate-and-sme-clients?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73660/dbs-launches-real-time-cross-border-payment-tracking-for-all-corporate-and-sme-clients?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73660/dbs-launches-real-time-cross-border-payment-tracking-for-all-corporate-and-sme-clients?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489
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Boku strikes agreement to provide Paysafe with carrier billing 

deposit services 
Payments 

4/27/18 

 

Boku, a direct carrier billing company, said Friday it agreed to provide Paysafe with carrier billing 

deposit services for its digital wallet services. 

 

The carrier billing deposit services provided to Paysafe, will allow verified consumers to use their 

mobile phones to upload funds to their Neteller and Skrill wallets. 

 

'This deal with Paysafe really showcases our e-money capability; Boku breaking barriers, taking 

carrier billing into places that it's not been to before,' said Jon Prideaux, CEO of Boku. 

 

'With the growth of mobile changing the way we manage our everyday lives, including how we 

pay, we are making it easier than ever for customers to use our digital wallets from a device,' 

Lorenzo Pellegrino, CEO of Paysafe's Digital Wallets Division. 

 

https://www.sharesmagazine.co.uk/news/market/5950406/Boku-strikes-agreement-to-provide-

Paysafe-with-carrier-billing-deposit-services 

  

https://www.sharesmagazine.co.uk/news/market/5950406/Boku-strikes-agreement-to-provide-Paysafe-with-carrier-billing-deposit-services
https://www.sharesmagazine.co.uk/news/market/5950406/Boku-strikes-agreement-to-provide-Paysafe-with-carrier-billing-deposit-services
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Magento integrates with Klarna 
Payments 

4/26/18 

 

Klarna, a leading global payments provider, today announced its integration with Magento 

Commerce as a Core Bundled Extension (CBE) in the latest release of its flagship commerce 

platform. The integration will allow merchants to activate Klarnaôs Pay Now, Pay Later and Slice 

It, which will provide customers with flexibility in payments and an overall smoother shopping 

experience. 

 

Michael Rouse, Chief Commercial Officer of Klarna said: ñWe are proud to be selected as one of 

the core payment technologies included in the latest release of the Magento Commerce platform. 

The evolution of our partnership is driven by strong merchant demand and illustrates the quality 

of our flexible, safe and smooth payment services. Our shared vision of providing exceptional 

customer experiences by removing the friction associated with the checkout process, will deliver 

consistently improved conversion rates as well as increased average order value for merchants.ò  

 

Merchants will be able to integrate one or all of Klarnaôs products based on local market 

availability, their own need and customer preference. Pay Now includes bank transfer and direct 

debit. Pay Later lets customers pay for goods up to 30 days after delivery by invoice, thus letting 

customers try before they buy. Slice It enables customers to spread the cost of their purchases 

over time at a low interest rate, giving them flexibility and increased purchasing power. 

 

Ryan Murden, Head of Business Development at Magento Commerce said: ñKlarna is a 

recognized leader in the payments industry, with a proven track record of delivering the flexible 

payment options merchants need to keep a competitive edge. The addition of Klarna as a core 

bundled extension in our latest release will help merchants streamline the checkout process and 

reduce cart abandonment rates.ò 

 

A CBE simplifies the onboarding process for merchants by ensuring that strategic partner 

technologies are aligned to and distributed with the Magento core code. This removes the need 

for merchants to download and install extensions from Magento Marketplace. By distributing 

certain capabilities as CBEs in the Magento Commerce core code, the company can distribute 

updates and bug fixes with regular cadence. 

 

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73638/magento-integrates-with-klarna 

  

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73638/magento-integrates-with-klarna
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Blockchain is set to revolutionize aviation payments and 

supply chains  
Payments 

4/26/18 

 

While still a new concept, blockchain is already disrupting the fintech industry with its secure 

operating principles, so hereôs why blockchain is already on target to improve the aviation industry 

as well.  

 

Payments is one major benefit. Aviation has a special role in supporting the growth of developing 

countries and their infrastructures.  

 

In remote locations aircraft may be the only option available to transport people, medicine, and 

goods so it is paramount that aircraft stay operational for the safety of these communities. 

International money transfers help keep these aircraft flying. 

  

While the viability of international money usually does not cause a problem there can be delays 

when the request is urgent or last minute, like in the case of an emergency. When this happens 

the holding period banks place on money can be the difference between life and death. 

 

Using blockchain for micro-remittance transfers allows for transactions to be made without the 

holding times that exist with centralized financial institutions.  

 

This is possible because blockchain technologies reduce the need for intermediaries by securely 

going to P2P. Applications are in development that fix the value of digital cash in real time 

permitting the user to hold this digital cash and transfer it when necessary while also minimizing 

processing fees.  

 

Supply chain payments and risk can also benefit. From the time an aircraft part is created to the 

end of its serviceable life all appropriate information regarding its use will have been logged.  

 

While normally a trusted and standardized process there have been cases of parts fraud in the 

aviation industry putting countless lives at risk. Several years ago a part broker was caught 

misrepresenting the condition and origin of the aircraft parts he was distributing out of Miami.  

 

Through an investigation from the FBI it was uncovered the parts supplier used unauthorized 

dealers to manufacture the parts and concealed the process by creating a Certificate of 

Conformance with a forged OEM logo. 

 

While part brokers are often a secure and economical option to fulfill a need, cases like what 

happened in Miami indicate they can carry a higher risk, especially for life-limited parts. Using a 

partôs serial numbers and RFID tracking, combined with the blockchain will provide a modernized 
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and immutable method for aircraft manufacturers, and their buyers, to confidently track the 

condition of their parts.  

 

Since every transaction on the blockchain is verified by multiple nodes the parts broker will benefit 

as well. The distributed ledger allows for smart contracts that can quickly change the ownership 

of physical assets through digital means effectively increasing the speed and efficiency of the 

parts supply chain. 

 

https://www.paymentssource.com/opinion/blockchain-is-set-to-revolutionize-aviation-payments-

and-supply-chains?utm_campaign=payments%20update-

apr%2027%202018&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&eid=612c38991240c132b70

c2ae0a0cb16f9  

https://www.paymentssource.com/opinion/blockchain-is-set-to-revolutionize-aviation-payments-and-supply-chains?utm_campaign=payments%20update-apr%2027%202018&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&eid=612c38991240c132b70c2ae0a0cb16f9
https://www.paymentssource.com/opinion/blockchain-is-set-to-revolutionize-aviation-payments-and-supply-chains?utm_campaign=payments%20update-apr%2027%202018&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&eid=612c38991240c132b70c2ae0a0cb16f9
https://www.paymentssource.com/opinion/blockchain-is-set-to-revolutionize-aviation-payments-and-supply-chains?utm_campaign=payments%20update-apr%2027%202018&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&eid=612c38991240c132b70c2ae0a0cb16f9
https://www.paymentssource.com/opinion/blockchain-is-set-to-revolutionize-aviation-payments-and-supply-chains?utm_campaign=payments%20update-apr%2027%202018&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&eid=612c38991240c132b70c2ae0a0cb16f9
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Wealthsimple and Habito go live in Starling Bank marketplace 
Securities 

5/4/18 

 

After mentioning Wealthsimple and Habito as future partners when its third-party marketplace 

launched in February, Starling Bank has now confirmed that the two partnerships will be going 

live today for users to access within the app. 

 

As a digital wealth management platform, Wealthsimple allows users to invest in low-cost ETFs 

via its Basic account with no minimum investment required, at the cost of a 0.7 per cent 

management fee. The platform now has more than 75,000 clients, and manages over £1.2bn in 

assets. 

 

Mortgage broker Habito, on the other hand, seeks to find users their ideal mortgage by 

surveying options from more than 70 lenders. It then provides a dedicated mortgage expert to 

accompany them through the switching process, charging no fees to users throughout the entire 

process. 

 

Starling has said that it hopes to launch 25 marketplace partners by the end of the year, with a 

specific focus being placed on partnerships for its new business account users. Speaking at the 

AltFi London Summit in March, CEO Anne Boden also mentioned that Starling has more than 

90 partners queued up to negotiate access to its marketplace. 

 

The bank recently added another robo advice firm Wealthify to its offering just last week, 

marking a move towards including competitor services for users to choose from rather than 

seeking to simply cover all bases. Both Wealthsimple and Wealthify were previously available in 

rival bank Monzoôs marketplace, until the bank decided to remove investments and savings 

accounts from its beta programme. 

 

Chief product officer Megan Caywood added today: ñHabito and Wealthsimple are disruptive 

companies that have succeeded inshaking up traditional, tired industries with products that 

make their customers lives simpler ï just like us at Starling. Our marketplace is at the heart of 

our business and we will be making further additions very soon.ò 

 

http://www.altfi.com/article/4383_wealthsimple-and-habito-go-live-in-starling-bank-marketplace 

  

http://www.altfi.com/article/4383_wealthsimple-and-habito-go-live-in-starling-bank-marketplace
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CAIS picks SEI for front office tech 
Securities 

5/1/18 

 

SEI (NASDAQ:SEIC) today announced that CAIS, an industry-leading alternative investment 

platform for independent wealth advisers, has entered into an agreement with SEI to bring both 

advisers and fund managers dramatically improved automation and security when investing in 

funds that require subscription documents. 

 

The CAIS platform will integrate SEI Trade, SEIôs innovative, cloud-based solution for automating 

the paperwork-intensive process of handling, documenting, and tracking investorsô private fund 

transactions. Providing users with a high-touch, seamless, end-to-end platform experience, this 

integration will accelerate CAISôs ongoing efforts to eliminate the cumbersome paper-driven and 

manual processes associated with investing in alternative investment funds. 

 

The SEI Trade integration offers CAIS an industry-leading, technology-driven platform that 

provides intelligent subscription document completion, digital document management, workflow 

automation, and real-time tracking and transparency. SEIôs highly configurable solution will both 

strengthen and efficiently integrate with CAISôs open-architecture platform offering, which 

includes access to a broad menu of alternative investment funds, due diligence and educational 

content, and performance reporting.  

 

As usage of alternative investment strategies has increased within the independent wealth 

management channel, so has the demand for simplified investment workflow. CAIS and SEI 

believe the industry has reached an inflection point where key industry platforms can integrate to 

harness their respective core strengths and deliver a complete solution for advisers and their 

clients.  

 

ñSEI has had a history of providing comprehensive operational solutions for the private funds 

industry,ò said Tim Shannon, President and COO of CAIS. "While meeting our high standards of 

scalability and data security, the integration of SEI Trade will further improve the exceptional 

experience our users already have on our platform. Additionally, embracing such forward-looking 

technology from an industry leader such as SEI allows CAIS to shift the focus of our considerable 

technology resources from other operational functions to revenue-generating solutions such as 

adviser engagement, product education and efficient fund distribution.ò 

 

ñWe are proud to partner with CAIS in its ongoing drive to revolutionise alternative product 

investing and enhance the experience of sophisticated investors and their trusted advisers,ò said 

Jim Warren, Head of Solutions Strategy and Development in SEIôs Investment Manager Services 

division. ñAs SEI Trade has the flexibility to handle all major investment vehicles and transaction 

types, we look forward to supporting CAIS as it continues to grow their business and financial 

product marketplace platform. With SEI Trade providing a critical backbone to streamline back 
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office processes, CAIS can continue to focus on improving the user experience for advisers and 

help them to achieve better outcomes for their clients through alternative investments.ò  

 

A member of the SEI executive team will also serve on the CAIS Advisory Council, a forum for 

key industry influencers to provide insight on the future state of the independent wealth 

management industry, as well as the CAIS platform. 

 

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73710/cais-picks-sei-for-front-office-tech 

  

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73710/cais-picks-sei-for-front-office-tech
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Digital wealth management startup Exo brings AI-powered 

investing to the masses 
Securities 

4/30/18 

 

Digital wealth management startup Exo Investing is launching in the UK, promising to give private 

investors access to the sophisticated AI-powered technology that until now has been the preserve 

of institutional and ultra high net worth clients. 

 

The company says that it acts as an expert 'investment co-pilot', using AI to build investors a 

personal ETF portfolio around their own preferences. Machine learning algorithms then monitor 

each portfolio daily, continuously recalibrating to both the individualôs risk appetite and market 

conditions.  

 

Users of the online platform need a minimum investment of £10,000, with annual fees of 0.75% 

for up to £100,000. 

 

For this, each user gets a personal portfolio, chosen from a universe of over 500 low cost ETFs 

and based on their individual risk appetite, investment objectives, and any preferences they have 

as to sectors, regions and asset classes. Then, machine learning algorithms, honed over 30 

years, anticipate and monitor market volatility, optimising each portfolio. 

 

Lennart Asshoff, CEO, Exo Investing, says: "This level of individually tailored portfolio and risk 

management has never been available to the private investor before. Exo is all about 

democratising access to sophisticated investment technology, using the latest advances in AI and 

risk management technology to break down the barriers to wealth and open the door to a new 

category of investing for as many people as possible." 

 

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32017/digital-wealth-management-startup-exo-brings-ai-

powered-investing-to-the-masses?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-5-

1&member=93489 

  

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32017/digital-wealth-management-startup-exo-brings-ai-powered-investing-to-the-masses?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-5-1&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32017/digital-wealth-management-startup-exo-brings-ai-powered-investing-to-the-masses?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-5-1&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32017/digital-wealth-management-startup-exo-brings-ai-powered-investing-to-the-masses?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-5-1&member=93489
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Linedata upgrades fund accounting platform 
Securities 

4/30/18 

 

Linedata (Euronext Paris: LIN), is launching a new version of its fund accounting platform, 

Linedata Mfact 11.3, streamlining and automating key operational processes to deliver increased 

efficiency for users. Linedataôs leading global fund accounting platform provides full portfolio and 

general ledger support for all fund types, including mutual funds, hedge funds, trusts, pension 

funds and separately managed accounts, for use by fund sponsors, investment managers and 

third-party administrators alike. Mfact caters for multi-currency, multi-share class, multi-manager 

and multi-tiered fund structures and fully automates the NAV production process. 

 

This latest update offers enhancements in the following areas: 

¶ Bank debt - special logic to handle the unique characteristics of income accruals, receipts 

and tranche reporting. 
 

¶ Expenses - the automatic calculation and accrual of expenses in any currency.  
 

¶ Income interface - support for the interface of accruals, receipts and adjustments and their 

automatic settlement. 

 

Further process automation enhancements have also been made around settlements and income 

processing during weekends, holidays and month end reporting periods. An automation layer, 

sitting above Linedata Mfactôs industry leading accounting engine and audit trails, allows users to 

achieve improved levels of operational efficiency. Transactional history and balances are easily 

produced using over 150 inbuilt reports and inquiry screens, with underlying data readily 

accessible through comprehensive inbuilt extract tools.  

 

Michael Galvin, product manager, Linedata Mfact, says: ñWe are committed to continually 

improving our clientsô user experience, providing intuitive business process management 

capabilities and exception monitoring tools. This latest release supports Linedataôs strategic vision 

to fully automate the production and approval of the NAV, a time saving and risk reducing 

development for customers.ò 

 

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73669/linedata-upgrades-fund-accounting-platform 

  

https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/73669/linedata-upgrades-fund-accounting-platform
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Nubi leverages Mambu to boost growth 
Specialty Finance / Alternative Lending 

5/3/18 

 

Nubi, a company linked to Banco Comafi, has selected Mambu to provide digital services 

including online processing of surcharges and payments. 

 

Nubi currently offers businesses and consumers prepaid services for international purchases.  It 

also allows Argentine SMEs and entrepreneurs who sell services and products abroad to 

withdraw international payments, and deposit them in their local bank account, both in pesos and 

dollars. 

 

"We strive to promote financial inclusion and democratisation of electronic commerce in 

Argentina. To do this, Mambuôs technology is the best fit as it has the flexibility, scalability, and 

innovation required for our next releases in the local market,ò said Martin Borchardt, CEO of Nubi.  

ñMambu supports our digital business strategy in real time as part of our cloud-native, composable 

API-driven architecture." 

 

Commenting on the selection, Edgardo Torres Caballero, Managing Director, Americas, Mambu 

explained: "The financial sector is leveraging digital technology to meet the changing expectations 

of customers and markets as well as reach underbanked and unbanked consumers.  As the 

leading SaaS banking engine, Mambu is aligned to Nubiôs innovative model and culture, and 

supporting agile and quick integration. We look forward to helping them grow their business in 

Argentina and reach untapped markets.ò 

 

http://www.altfi.com/wire/389 

http://www.altfi.com/wire/389
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Mastercard and Unilever bring digital lending to Kenyan 

micro-entrepreneurs 
Specialty Finance / Alternative Lending 

5/1/18 

 

Following a pilot in Kenya, Mastercard and consumer goods giant Unilever are expanding a digital 

lending initiative designed to help micro-entrepreneurs in developing countries get credit. In 

Kenya, the two companies have launched Jaza Duka ('fill up your store'), combining distribution 

data from Unilever and analysis by Mastercard, on how much inventory a store has bought from 

Unilever over time.  

 

The results from the analysis are used to provide a micro-credit eligibility recommendation to 

Kenya Commercial Bank, replacing the requirement for formal credit history or collateral, 

something which sees many entrepreneurs having to turn to informal lenders charging high 

interest rates. 

 

If the micro-credit line from KCB is approved, the store owner is able to increase their purchases. 

For example, if a store is consistently showing weekly purchases of $50 from Unilever they could 

qualify for an interest-free credit line of $120 to stock their inventory.  

 

The credit line from KCB is provided through a secure Mastercard digital payment solution. As 

part of the micro-credit, the partners are providing the store owners with training to help them 

manage their finances, inventory and forward planning for supply against demand. The 

entrepreneurs are also being trained on marketing tools and techniques to help sell their products. 

 

By the end of April, more than 5,000 kiosk owners in the wider Nairobi area had applied to join 

the programme and all are expected to be fully enrolled by mid-May. Stores that fully moved to 

the new platform have grown their sales of Unilever products by up to 20%. 

 

The two firms have now set themselves the target of getting 20,000 kiosks in Kenya on board by 

the end of the year and are also planning to expand to other African countries and Asia Pacific. 

They are also encouraging other financial institutions and consumer good suppliers to jump 

aboard. 

 

Ajay Banga, CEO, Mastercard, says: "Thereôs an opportunity to set these businesses up for long-

term growth by bringing together the tools and data from different industries to change the model 

of small business financing. We invite other companies and private sector leaders to join us in 

this collaborative approach and create a true network effect that will bring down barriers and 

trigger change.ò 

 

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32041/mastercard-and-unilever-bring-digital-lending-to-

kenyan-micro-entrepreneurs?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-5-

2&member=93489 

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32041/mastercard-and-unilever-bring-digital-lending-to-kenyan-micro-entrepreneurs?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-5-2&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32041/mastercard-and-unilever-bring-digital-lending-to-kenyan-micro-entrepreneurs?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-5-2&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32041/mastercard-and-unilever-bring-digital-lending-to-kenyan-micro-entrepreneurs?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-5-2&member=93489
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SoFi Founder starts new blockchain loan startup 
Specialty Finance / Alternative Lending 

5/1/18 

 

SoFi Founder and former CEO Mike Cagney is getting ready to launch a startup offering home 

equity loans. 

 

According to Bloomberg, Cagney has raised $50 million for San Francisco-based Figure, which 

will use blockchain to expedite loan approvals in minutes rather than days. 

 

Sources say that two global banks have agreed to finance the loans, while multiple firms have 

agreed to purchase them. The investment round was led by Ribbit Capital and DCM Ventures, 

with the participation of other investors including Peter Thielôs Mithril Capital Management. At the 

beginning of the year, it was reported that Cagney was approaching investors about a new 

FinTech startup, looking to raise around $25 million. 

 

Cagney founded Social Finance, which has become one of Silicon Valleyôs more prominent 

alternative lenders. It is currently valued at more than $4 billion and has raised nearly $2 billion 

from investors. 

 

He was ousted from the company last year due to allegations of sexual harassment, as well as 

accusations by former employees that he had inappropriate relationships with members of SoFiôs 

younger female staff. 

 

Cagneyôs wife, June Ou, who served as SoFiôs chief technology officer, left her position a few 

months later. She is working with Cagney on this new endeavor, and in January she even included 

a job post looking for engineers on LinkedIn: 

 

ñWe are launching a new FinTech-focused company in the credit enablement space with the 

mission of leveraging blockchain, AI and advanced analytics to unlock new access points for 

consumer credit products that can transform the financial lives of our users,ò said the listing. ñWe 

are a group of passionate innovators and serial entrepreneurs with a proven track record of 

creating billions of dollars in value in the FinTech space.ò 

 

The company will be based in downtown San Francisco; however, the engineering jobs are based 

in Bozeman, Montana, near where some of the SoFi engineering team is located. Figure currently 

has about 56 employees, including the former Chief Risk Officer of LendingHome, Cynthia Chen, 

and former PeerStreet Chief Legal Counsel Sara Priola. Figure and Cagney confirmed the 

financing details, and the startup plans to begin lending in the third quarter. 

 

https://www.pymnts.com/blockchain/2018/sofi-founder-mike-cagney-blockchain-loan-startup-

figure/  

https://www.pymnts.com/blockchain/2018/sofi-founder-mike-cagney-blockchain-loan-startup-figure/
https://www.pymnts.com/blockchain/2018/sofi-founder-mike-cagney-blockchain-loan-startup-figure/
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Finastra blockchain-based tool for syndicated lending market 

goes live 
Specialty Finance / Alternative Lending 

4/24/18 

 

Finastra has made its blockchain-based Fusion LenderComm tool for firms operating in the 

syndicated lending market commercially available as an app on R3's Corda platform. 

 

Fusion LenderComm, is designed to bring more transparency and efficiency to the heavily manual 

loan market. 

 

It enables financial institutions acting as agents to publish loan data to the ledger and extend self-

service capabilities to lenders. Through their own portal, agents can define and then publish 

lender-specific deal position data so individual lenders can drill down into the data without needing 

to query positions by phone, fax or email, as is typical today.  

 

Finastra worked with R3 and seven global banks, including State Street, BNP Paribas, BNY 

Mellon, HSBC and ING, to pilot the technology.  

 

While the Fusion LenderComm platform is an open utility available to everyone in syndicated 

lending, Finastra is now making it commercially available as a "low cost service" for firms acting 

as agent banks using its Fusion Loan HQ system. 

 

Simon Paris, deputy CEO, Finastra, says: "Weôre excited to be able to bring this to the wider 

market today. Our continued investment in technologies such as distributed ledger reinforce our 

commitment to working alongside other innovators, to bring our clients leading edge solutions that 

solve their most pressing operational challenges." 

 

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32005/finastra-blockchain-based-tool-for-syndicated-

lending-market-goes-live?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-

25&member=93489 

  

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32005/finastra-blockchain-based-tool-for-syndicated-lending-market-goes-live?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-25&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32005/finastra-blockchain-based-tool-for-syndicated-lending-market-goes-live?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-25&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32005/finastra-blockchain-based-tool-for-syndicated-lending-market-goes-live?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-25&member=93489
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Growth Street launches new lending product 
Specialty Finance / Alternative Lending 

4/24/18 

 

UK alternative finance firm Growth Street has been granted full FCA authorization,  a significant 

milestone for Growth Street, which had been operating as an Appointed Representative of 

Resolution Compliance Limited since 2016. 

 

ñWeôre delighted to be fully authorized and regulated by the FCA. Itôs a great vote of confidence 

in our security and transparency as a business,ò stated Growth Street CEO Greg Carter. ñWe 

have long advocated for more transparency and better regulation in this industry, so the more 

companies being directly approved by the FCA in this largely unregulated space, the better.ò 

 

Growth Street has simultaneously rolled out an update to its flagship business lending product, 

GrowthLine. The firm is now accepting applications from businesses looking to borrow up to £2M, 

a substantial increase from the previous maximum limit of £1M. 

 

GrowthLine works much like an overdraft: in a given month, businesses can draw down funds 

and make repayments as often as they like within their limits. Those interested must complete a  

quick online application and supply necessary documentation; Growth Street will be in touch 

within 24 hours. 

 

ñIôm also happy to announce that we are now welcoming businesses looking to borrow up to Ã2M 

through GrowthLine,ò added Carter. ñThat weôre able to double our previous maximum limit is a 

great endorsement of the calibre of businesses we have been speaking to in recent weeks and 

months.ò 

 

GrowthLine is available to those UK business that are registered in England, Wales or Northern 

Ireland (not yet available to companies registered in Scotland); have a majority of directors and 

shareholders that are UK residents; and have been trading for at least 15 months or issues 

invoices to large companies. 

 

Since starting up in 2015, Growth Street has matched over £150M of investorsô funds with 

borrowing SMEs. Growth Street operates a P2P marketplace that matches investorsô money with 

growing businesses. 

 

https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2018/04/132482-growth-street-celebrates-full-fca-

authorization-new-growthline-lending-product-need-to-borrow-2m/ 

  

https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2018/04/132482-growth-street-celebrates-full-fca-authorization-new-growthline-lending-product-need-to-borrow-2m/
https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2018/04/132482-growth-street-celebrates-full-fca-authorization-new-growthline-lending-product-need-to-borrow-2m/
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Kabbage and Ingo Money partner to get small businesses their 

loan funds faster 
Specialty Finance / Alternative Lending 

4/22/18 

 

Kabbage and Ingo Money have teamed up to expedite the payout of loans into the accounts of 

small and medium-sized businesses in real time. The move is important news for small 

businesses in need of a fast loan payout to capitalize on new opportunities or continue operations. 

Kabbage and Ingo Money Partnership 

 

Thanks to the new partnership, when businesses get a loan from Kabbage, the Ingo  Money 

technology will be used to deliver the funds to the applicantôs account right away. The loans are 

going to be paid out using Ingo Moneyôs push platform with push-payments-in-a-box technology. 

The partnership was announced on pymnts.com at which time Kabbage President Kathryn 

Petralia explained the importance of accelerating the delivery of funds. 

 

Petralia said, ñWeôve known for a long time, ever since our first customer came onto our platform 

and took money via PayPal that business owners want access to funds as soon as they can get 

them.ò In addition to making funds available instantly, she said the new partnership will provide 

transparency to the lending process. 

 

The company says the new feature is slated for a summertime launch. Kabbage believes the new 

feature will close the gap between the time a business is approved for a loan and the time those 

funds are disbursed. In a separate interview conducted by Pymnts, Lisa McFarland, chief product 

officer at Ingo Money, explained how this time frame compares with the more traditional loan 

process. McFarland said, ñThe actual funding process has lagged to days or weeks, in the event 

that paper checks are issued.ò 

 

For Kabbage, this means the system the company has in place for funding small businesses in 

minutes will now be matched by a system to deliver their money just as quickly. With Ingo Money, 

Kabbage will no longer need seek cooperation from financial institutions to support the money 

transfer transaction. McFarland said push payment will extend the experience of the quick loan 

origination and underwriting to the disbursement of the loan proceeds with an end-to-end process 

minutes long. 

 

The Need for Quick Funding 

Small businesses face many challenges when it comes to running their companies. In addition to 

the challenges, there are also great opportunities. In cases where capital is needed right away 

not getting it can mean a lost opportunity or the inability to continue operations. With the new 

partnership between Kabbage and Ingo Money, businesses can now get both loans and fund 

dispursements in record time . 

 

https://smallbiztrends.com/2018/04/kabbage-and-ingo-money.html  

https://smallbiztrends.com/2018/04/kabbage-and-ingo-money.html
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Moodyôs Analytics launches the RiskIntegrit Insight Solution 
Data & Analytics / IoT 

5/1/18 

 

Moodyôs Analytics has launched the RiskIntegrityÊ Insight solution, a strategic tool that allows 

insurers to project financial and risk metrics under alternative forward-looking economic and 

insurance-risk scenarios. This modeling and analytics platform enables management to forecast 

and visualize the impact of scenarios on key metrics, and provides insight into the dynamics of 

the business. 

 

The new solution projects multiple financial statements in combination with a flexible dashboard 

that enables management to perform drill-down and comparison analyses across different 

business forecasts. The modeling and analytics platform leverages output from existing Moodyôs 

Analytics modeling infrastructure such as the AXISÊ actuarial system and Economic Scenario 

Generator modeling tool. 

 

ñBusiness insight is becoming a higher priority for senior management and a key enabler in their 

decision making,ò said Brian Robinson, Senior Director at Moodyôs Analytics. ñRiskIntegrity Insight 

is a strategic tool designed to help insurers understand how their business will react under a range 

of ówhat-if?ô scenarios. It is a cloud-enabled technology platform that empowers the business by 

delivering insight quickly while reducing the operational costs of performing such analysis.ò 

 

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180501005799/en/Moody%E2%80%99s-

Analytics-Launches-RiskIntegrity%E2%84%A2-Insight-Solution-Innovative 

 

 

  

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180501005799/en/Moody%E2%80%99s-Analytics-Launches-RiskIntegrity%E2%84%A2-Insight-Solution-Innovative
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180501005799/en/Moody%E2%80%99s-Analytics-Launches-RiskIntegrity%E2%84%A2-Insight-Solution-Innovative
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Singapore to fast track fintech patent processing 
Others 

4/27/18 

 

Singapore's Intellectual Property Office is to speed up the time taken to patent new fintech 

inventions in an effort to help startups bring their applications to the market more rapidly. 

 

Under the new FinTech Fast Track programme, patents can be expected to be granted in as 

quickly as six months, compared to at least two years for normal applications. 

 

Singapore alongside London, is the top-ranked fintech hub in the world according to a Deloitte 

study of 44 hubs across the globe. IPOS says the initiative will complement the central bank's 

S$225 million Financial Sector Technology and Innovation (FSTI) funding scheme which is 

designed to boost fintech development in Singapore. 

 

Daren Tang, chief executive of IPOS, comments: "By significantly reducing the time needed for 

grant of a fintech patent, our innovative enterprises will be able to compete effectively through 

their intellectual property and use these intellectual assets to scale up and enter the worldôs 

market.ò 

 

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32026/singapore-to-fast-track-fintech-patent-

processing?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489 

 

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32026/singapore-to-fast-track-fintech-patent-processing?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/32026/singapore-to-fast-track-fintech-patent-processing?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2018-4-30&member=93489

